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Well Results
Average per well results (90-day IP)

• Key drivers of success:

– Enhanced completion 
designs 

– Improved well placement 
resulting from integrated 
reservoir characterization

• 2016 drilling program delivering 
wells over 1000 BOED
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Field Development Benefits

• New unconventional fields 
include stacked laterals

• Many areas now drill average 
lateral lengths of 1.5 to 2 miles

• New surface facility approaches 
required for these basins with 
multiple stacked formations

– Current plans with 24 to 80 
wells per 1-mi section

• Minimize surface footprint 

• Recovers maximum resources
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Reservoir Characterization
Setting up the right team

• Integration is critical

• Geoscientist collaborating with 
engineers continuously

• Utilize project management 
techniques to drive advancement of 
reservoir understanding

• Teams focus on the optimum 
“tailored” well design across the field

– Landing interval(s)

– Completions per formation



Reservoir Characterization
Advancement in tools and techniques

• Recent advancements in 
modeling tools

– Integrated

– Built for unconventional 
reservoirs

• New mapping and diagnostic tools

– Fiber optic sensing

– Offset pressure monitoring

– New tracer systems

– Moment tensor inversion for microseismic



Automation and Advanced Analytics

Operators will become data-driven

• Remote Operating Centers 
for Drilling, GeoSteering, & 
Completions

• Production Decision Support Centers

– Manage by exception

• Increased sensor deployment

• Advanced Analytics teams

– Predictive program development

– Big data 

– Increasing role of data scientist
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Our industry is evolving…

Oceaneering’s “Mission Support Center” controls a 
remotely operated vehicle.  JPT June 2016

Robotic Drilling Systems’s Drill Floor Robot moves on 
its track as it handles subs. JPT June 2016

Stuck Pipe Prediction Using 
Automated Real-Time Modeling 
and Data Analysis – March 2016

Integrated, digital rig control systems are now installed on 
hundreds of rigs



Industry-Wide Refracturing
Last 5 Years

Source: Primary Vision, Inc.



Refracturing Well Selection

• Multidisciplinary team includes 

geoscientist, engineers, landmen, 

and regulatory specialist

• Dedicated collaboraton center

• Use a simple vetting process 

initially, follow with robust final 

evaluation



Refrac Operational Improvements

• Using science to understand 

refracturing coverage

– Microseismic

– Tracers 

• Testing operational techniques

– Diversion and mechanical isolation

– Fluid systems and proppants

• There are still operational challenges 

to refracturing old wells
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Conclusions

• Our industry has seen a dramatic improvement in well results

• Modern US field development includes stacked formation fields



Thank you.


